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FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAM AGREEMENT 

Updated 08/07/2015 

PROGRAM RULES 

Free travel can be earned by accumulating six (6) segments for a one-way certificate or ten (10) segments for a round-trip 

Frequent Flyer. A segment is defined as a one-way flight originating or terminating in Fairbanks. Segments are not accumulated for inter-village 

flights (ex. FYU-CIK, SVS-WBQ, BTT-AKP, etc.) quick ticket flights, gift certificates or any space-available travel.  

Once earned, Frequent Flyers may be used for travel on any of our scheduled service flights. Round-trip Frequent Flyers are based 

on travel starting or ending in the same location whether inter-village or Fairbanks (ex. FYU/FAI/FYU or SVS/WBQ/SVS). If a passenger wishes 

to check the Frequent Flyers they have accumulated they can do so Monday-Friday and if wanting to redeem frequent flyer segments for travel 

it needs to be planned out 24 hours in advance- frequent flyers  are not checked on weekends. 

Frequent Flyer travel may be given away to any person as long as there are no unpaid balances with the traveler. Once given, ticket 

is the receivers’ property. When transferring a round-trip Frequent Flyer ticket, the recipient receives the complete round-trip and, once flown 

on (any portion), the remaining segment cannot be transferred again. Frequent Flyer ticket exchange is limited to three people and requires 

current ticket holder’s approval for any changes.  

Segments accumulate for two (2) years, before expire. To earn Frequent Flyer travel the segments must be earned under one name 

(excluding name changes due to marriage and divorce). Only tickets that have been traveled on are applicable and if there is another party 

purchasing said tickets, it must be made known that said tickets would like to be accounted for on other parties Frequent Flyer account. 

Frequent Flyer number must be known and told to booking agent at the time reservations are made.  

Until a Frequent Flyer travel has been earned, the segments are not otherwise combinable or transferable. Any Frequent Flyer 

segments will be held pending payment of delinquent travel fare, excess baggage charges, and/or freight charges.  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

 

 

NAME: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________ CITY:________________________________ZIP:________________ 

CELL PHONE:___________________________HOME PHONE:_________________________WORK PHONE:____________________________ 

DATE OF BIRTH:____________________EMAIL ADDRESS:_____________________________________________________________________ 

SPOUSE / CHILDREN NAMES:___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAM 
Fill out the form below to be entered in our Frequent Flyer Program. Form 
may be used to update existing contact information for an account. Please 
print legibly and give to any Guest Service Agent or fax to (907) 474-0412. 


